Release Notes:
AVG Business Antivirus Client 19.6

Release Date:
July 3 rd , 2019

Summary


Features, enhancements and bug fixes are part of this release.

Features/Enhancements


Fully 64bit version (one installer, contains both versions)



19.6 version cannot be installed on Windows XP/Vista, so AVG 18.8 will be supported on
XP/Vista as it does today



Improved network detection in Firewall



We’ve updated the look of our Custom Scans screen



Anti-rootkit scan of UEFI BIOS



A smarter Smart Scan - We’ve redesigned our Smart Scan to be better than ever, and
you can now even schedule it



Improved performance - We’ve reduced the amount of disk and CPU usage our
antivirus needs during installation

Bug Fixes


AntiRootkit and AntiExploit setting needs service restart to apply changes



Reset settings to default does not affect firewall settings



BSOD because of IDP



Result of boot time scan is not in history



Switched values (threat type and URL) in Web Shield detection dialog



Add & Modify components started from UI is opened in background



ARP spoofing protection and scan fixes



Improved the syncing speed of our tray icon



Made our Outlook plugin work again on x64 systems running x86 Outlook



Thawed out an annoying UI freeze some of you were experiencing



Possibility to edit exceptions



Hamachi VPN conflict fix



Issue with incorrect license type reporting
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Not opening post update screen while network issues



Scan engine optimizations



Fixed conflict with Baidu PC faster



Fixed continuous crashes of antivirus service



Fixed minor issue with applying uUpdate on x64 OSes



Crashes in instup.dll, UI, behavioral shield



AV installed in passive mode on W10 if OS was in Russian localization



"White UI" issue



Fixed high memory usage of aswidsagent



Fixed BSOD in ids driver



It is possible to disable components now



Fixed issue with reappearing profile switcher toaster



Fixed crash in AvEmUpdate process



Fixed issue in AVG Smart Scan, when you watch progress of each item, Smart Scan is
now properly finished



Fixed crash in aswMonFlt driver



Fixed crash in ashServ file



Fixed BSOD in antirootkit and in ids driver



Fixed AvBugReport process crashes



Fixed issue with not correctly displayed confirmation dialogue during disabling
components



Fixed possible infinite loop in SDS when scanning corrupted ZIP archives



Fixed possible infinite loop in SDS when scanning exotic registry values



Passwords icon is removed when uninstalling AVG



Fixed issue in SDS, that sometimes finished quickly without finding any sensitive data



Mail shield should not block connection anymore when it is not possible to connect to
IPv6 address



Fixed crash during Sensitive Data Scan



Fixed issue when Sensitive Data Scan does not finish in some cases



and some other crashes and BSODs



Fixed crash of Antispam component



Fixed server add-on statistics, Antispam server for MS-Exchange will now show correct
data



Fixed issue with download of packages from admin



Fixed issue with reactivating expired AVG client from the UI



Fixed component list installer, web shield, email shield, file shredder and data safe are
un-checked components by default when installing onto a server operating system
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